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Abstract 
When we aim to五xup any structural aspect on some events， there may be found several 
theoretical noises obscuring our view. How to eleminate these noises is put forth as a problem 
and some cases are， for this problem， solved in respective ways. The principle of tl'ans-induction， 
unifo門ndecomposition of a set with respect to measure asignment and a device tomake an in-
tegral of the form 
@5rp 
definable are explained in some details. 
1. Probabilistic Translation 
T 0 make sure of the existence of a set function πon condition that 
CvP， QEM)(πp-πQ) 
&π(M)(=(3πp) = 1 (1. 1) 
is not easy， even though we restrict the object to a set in a euclidian space E of 
五nitedimension. In probabilism， we shall def1ne this function by 
π(N) = Pr(PE Nc M) ， (1. 2) 
so that (1. 1) and (1. 2) may likely be taken as equivalent descriptions of the same 
functionπBut， by some investigation， we may五ndthat (1. 2) gives a more 
practical and realy wider extent of clef1nability. In a strictly ultra case (1. 2) is 
explained to be wholly available， whereas (1. 1) therein unavoidably implies a part 
in E to be inconsistent. On this observation， there may be put forth two cases 
to make up theoretical noises about the existence ofπ(N)， viz. : 
i) For a certain subset N of ~M， no value of 
PN=Pr(PεN) 
can be found out; 
i) For a certain subset N， there is found more than one value possible to 
be of ρNo 
The case (i) may be wholly absorbed by the theory of measure， when we 
*紀 国 谷芳 雄
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compel the relation 
PN=π(N) 
to be realy available for any subset N of M. The case (i) emerges when the 
essential measure value of P Ndoes not coincide with the limiting value of π(~) 
in case ~→N as k→∞， i. e. in a strictly ultra case. In an ultra case the only 
relation relatively demanded is that 
M コN，Ftπ(NUF)=π(N)+π(F)一π(NnF) . (1. 3) 
So， the limiting value ofπ (~) is therein turned out to be possibly di旺erentfrom 
the valueπ(N). This situation just makes the characteristic prope均 ofan ultra 
function π. 
If two vaules might be assigned to the same subset N， each reasoning on the 
two assignments must give each construction to the set N. Then， ifthe two 
values mean a contradiction， the corresponding two constructions must mean a 
contradiction， too. However， in the above case， the difference between the measure 
value π(N) and the limiting value ofπ(~) is not unavoidably thought to mean 
a contradiction. In effect， if
N;cNzc...cN & U~=N 
and 
limπ(思)= PN*rr(N) ， 
it must be that 
PN<π(N)， 
so that 
む=limπ(N-~)= π(N)-PN>O.
Then， on writing as 
(JN() = lim (N-~) (1. 4) 
we may have the description 
π((J_NC) =む.
What () N() of (1. 4) defines， iscalled an atmosphe問 ofN w.r.t. the functionπ. 
Thus， the noises (i) istransmigrated and the meaning of‘noise' itself is thereby 
thought to vanish. By some reflection， however， itmay readily be seen that， 
what essentially releases the ultra case from the noise is that， no other condition 
is imposed onπthan (1. 2) and (1. 3). 
If any empiricist assumption gives us a standpoint from which to regard some 
theoretical noises to be deleted， itis called a refiective axiom or a refiection， in 
the meaning that any argument to support the noises is by this axiom reflectively 
rejected. When a reflection is put forth， itmust be accompanied with some ilus-
trating reasoning. As a result of the foregoing discussion， we may here put forth 
the following reflection onπ. 
(226) 
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Reflection 1. 1. For any set of poinぉ inE， there exists a set function 
(=1Ts/(N)) (NC_M) sαtiめJing(1. 2) and (1. 3). 
2. On Trans-induction 
Previously， the notion of trans・inductionwas introduced and to some extent 
elucidated by the present author1)，2). He is going to take up this notion again 
toward a renovated version standing on the noise-theoretical viewpoint. 
Principle of Trans-induction. F being a subset of the given set M， let 
a descriptive relation .t (x， F) be tested betweenαny element x of M-F and 
F(viz. (VXE M-F) (わ(x，F) V.t (x， F)). Whenever there is a subset N of 
J隆一suchthαt 
(VxεN)(わ(x，_N-{x})， 
then does exist a sゆremumF of such subsets F that 
(vxE F) (わ(x，F-{x})， 
and this Fωn be consideredωα simJうle-orderedset. 
To tel the truth， this principle cannot be considered to be generally available. 
1n the way of accepting this principle， the following two noises may be pointed 
out to be discussed: 
(i) Any such supremum F as above-mentIoned does not exist; 
(i) F cannot be simple-ordered. 
If we resort to the principle of transfinite induction， the supremum F may 
be concluded as exIstent. On the empiricist ground， however， we may not apply 
the principle of transfinite induction beyond the 2nd class of ordinal numbers. 
But， itmay be thought stil reasonable， ifwe regard its process as a formal ab-
stract mode and take itas a support of persisting in the existence of the supremem 
F. This reasoning may give a tolerable ground for elimination of the noise (i). 
While， as for (i)， itseems impossible to encounter any reasonable pretext to gen-
erally delete this noise. So， ifit cannot be denied in any way that the supremum 
F is simple-ordered， we say that the relation .t is ofαtransイnductivemode. 1n 
五ne，the principle of trans-induction is considered applicable when and only when 
.t is proved to be of a trans-inductive mode. 1t may hereupon be noted that the 
principle of trans-induction can also be made well-established by the cut-process 
on a logical stand point of view. 
3. Uniformizations 
Let f be a powdery set function in E， i.e. 
(227) 
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(VPεE) (g主f(P)<，@(infinitesimal))， 
and及rbe a set in E for which 
f(M) =∞. 
Then， for a given positive real number c， we may have a c・cut3)~l'L of ~W W.r.t. 
f， and then a c-cut M; of M -~， and so on， to reach a sequence of disjoint 
subsets (Mk) such that 
f(~)=f(凪)=… =c.
In this case， iff(JtI-UMk)):c， we may continue again the c-cut process. There崎
fore， ifthe trans-induction is applicableラ wehave a disjoint family of sets 
(1J1L)JEA 
A being a simple-ordered set， for which 
(V AE A) (f(~) = c) 
and 
0ζf(M -UM，;)<c. 
The trans聞inductivemode of this process， i.e. that A can be simple-ordered， is
readily seen if we use the axiom of choice* for (M，)λEA and the fact that E can 
be simple-ordered as a set of points. 
In case f(M -U~)*O， writing 
R=班-U~ ，
R may， by means of the c-cut process， have its partition (Rk) such that 
f(Rk) = f(R)j2k (ん=1，2，…) . 
On the other hand， extracting an enumerable sequence (1J1LJ from (肱)， let M，匂
be written as M山 Then，using again the c-cut process， we may gain disjoint 
sets M/l)' 班Mr_';九F
M貰(1ω1心川UM;班(:ぷ)=斑抵山川1口)and州訪=きf(R); 
1 
M(めUM(ふりM(;; = M;2)， f(M(泊二三f(R)and f(Mr';) = 4 f(R); 
M/3) U M;';) U Mg: = M(小 f(M(';ド -'4f司副f(M(ト;州L3 
2k-1_1 
M('k) U JtI/~) U M('~; = M(k)ヲ f(M;ω=万 k-l~ f(R) andf(M('~)) =子f(R)
(k = 1，2， .一). 
By means of this sequence， let a sequence of sets (.N;，) be defined such that: 
* In the empiricist theory of sets， the axiom of choice is thought to be independent of well-
ordering theorem. 
(228) 
We then have: 
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B; = M(l) U R1 ; 
Nz = M(2) UM(;) UR2 ; 
N3 = Mr'3) U JtI(;) U M(;{ U R3 ; 
N;. = M(k) U Mr'~-l) U M(~~ l) U Rk; (k = 3， 4，…) . 
f(B;) =f(あ)=…=f(Mt) (= f(Mz) =…) = c， 
N;. n Nj = void (k手j)
U N;. = ( U Mrk) U R . 
Therefore， ifwe designate a family of sets (F;.) by 
F'，k = N;. (ん=1，2，…) ， 
and 
F1 = M，. when 2学21，2z，••• ， 
then we have 
M = UF" (V2，μεA) (持 μ[>F， nFI' = void) 
and 
(V 2 E A)(f(F，) =め.
Consequently we conclude: 
229 
Proposition 3. 1 (Princかleof Uniformization of the 1st Kind). lf f is 
αpowdeりIset function ω1d 
f(M) =∞， 
there is， for an~ッ posit，ぬe real number c， a p訂版On(M，ふ，1of M with a simple-
ordered indicαtion A such thαt 
(V A E A) (f(M，) = c) . 
This uniformization is also called a cut-uniformization. If， for any positive 
real number c， the above-stated indication A is always found to be enumerable， 
then we say 'M has a simple luゅ ingstructure w.r.t l' or 'M(f) is a simple 
lumρing set'. 
If M is a non-enumerable infinite set of points in E， then applying the trans-
induction on the successive continuation of extracting an enumerable subset， we 
may attain a partition (N;.)刷 ofM with a simple-ordered indication ムforwhich 
N;. = {P，Z' P;2'…} 
P，k being a point in M(ん=竺 1，2，…). 
Then， designating sets Mk by 
Mk = U {P，k}， 
(229) 
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we may have 
M 1=M2=…. 
This relation will hecome perfect if we may have 
ロ (~) =ロ (Mz) = …
n(Mk) being the inversion number of Mk> i. e. 
ii/' (~) =最;，(M;)=ー・ (3. 1) 
伝(Mk)being the a priori measure of .J.l'Tk • Besides， in case of 1JIニ E，the relation 
(3. 1) isrealized by a partition composed of mutualy homologous rectangles (Mk). 
Therefore， in case of f = ii， on Proposition 3. 1， ifwe may transport the points of 
M precisely into any rectangle of measure c， the indication A should be exhausted 
within enumerahility. Thus， we may put forth the following assertion. 
Reflection 3. 2 (Princ~ρle of U叫formizationof the 2nd Kind). 1f M is 
仰 2infinite set of poinぉ inE， there is an enumerableμrtition (Mk) of 1fT such that 
nUU~) = nUU;) =…. 
This uniformization is also called an inversional uniformization. In respect 
to the above-stated partition (Mk)， defining a function so by 
タ(N)=戸川(NnMk)*， 
we have 
so(M) =∞ 
with SO(Mk)=l for each k=1，2，・… Hencewe have: 
Proposition 3. 2 1f M is an infinite set in E， there is a powdeη set 
function少forwhich 
少(M)=∞
and M(SO) is found asαsimple lumping set. 
4. Regularity-wise Decomposition 
In the following， we will show a development of the id伺 ofLebesgue de-
composition. When f is a powdery set function， though it is re柑 ictedas 。<f(P)<@ ，
the retio of mass-values of two points P， Q 
f(P)If(Q) 
may possibly vary and especially the values 
* As for the de品nitionof a function 7tM (N)， vid. Reflection 1. 1. 
(230) 
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。or∞
are not essentially therefrom excepted. If we classify points by the relation 。<f(P)グ(Q)<∞，
it is the classification based on 'relative regularity'. On this classification， let the 
classes be written in signs E(tεI)， then， ift， ICE I and t学ム itmust be either 
(v PE E) (vQ E E) (f(P)グ(Q)= 0) 
or 
(v PE E) (vQ E E) (f(P)グ(Q)=∞) • 
So， the indication I may be made simple-ordered by the stipulation that 
and 
PEE， QεE &f(P)グ(Q)= 0 [>寸 t<IC I 
PεE， QEE &f(P)グ(Q)=∞ b寸 t>IC ) 
(4.1) 
On the above-stated construction， I is called f-indication and t( E I) an f-index. 
Lemma 4. 1. When f is poωdery set function and O<f(N)<∞， theγe 
exists， for・any1うositivereal number s < 1， a 1うointPE N such that 
f(P) n(N)> f(N) (1一ε)(or <f(N) (1廿))• 
n(N) being the inversion number of N. 
Demostration. If there is no such point， itmust be that 
(v PE N) (f(P) ロ(N)~f(N) (l-s) (or ):;f(N) (1廿))， 
so that， on summing it for al points (say， P) of N， we may have 
f(N)ロ(N)命 (N)f(N)(1一ε)(or ):;n(N)f(N) (1 +ε)) . 
Hence 
f(N) ~f(N) (1ε) (or ):; f(N) (1 +ε) ) ， 
which cannot be true when 。<f(N)<∞.
Now， we take up a case in which， for a certain f-index 
O<f(直門E)
and 
O<f(M)く∞.
Writing herein as 
及f三 MnE，
(231) 
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? ?? ??????，??」? ?????? ??
U-UM. (4.2) 
c>， 
Then， iff(町>0，we have 
o <f( u) <J(M) <∞， 
so that we may， for any O<e<l， have 
f(M) (1一ε)
0<一一一一一一一一ー<∞f(U) (1+ε) 
Let such a number e be五xedand let k be de五nedby 
k= ~(M) (1ー ξ)
-f(U) (1+ε) 
Then， by grace of Lemma 4.1， there are two points 民 MandQεU such that 
f(P)ロ(M)
一一 一一一一>k.f(Q)n(U) (4.3) 
So， according to (4. 1) and (4.2)， we readily see that (4.3) implies the relation 
。f(P) ロ(U)ん一一 一一一-f(Q)一 ω
ロ(M)
so that 
れ(U)jロ(M)= O. 
As for the case j(U)=O， 
PEM t> f(P)ロ(U)<J(U)• 
So， for a point P of Lemma 4.1， we hav忘
れ(U) f(P)ロ(U) _/ f(U) ハ
ー 一一 一 一
口(M) f(P)ロ(M) f(M) (1一ε)
hence 
n(U)jれ(M)= O. 
Consequently we habe: 
Proposition 4. 2. When f isa po印 derysetfunction， ifO<f(M)<∞ and 
for a cer.的inf-index 
f(M)>O， 
then， for the set U = U M， itmust be that 
.>， 
れ(UJjn(M)= 0 . (4.4) 
(232) 
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(4.4) suggests to our intuition the relation 
Pr(PεU)/Pr(PεM)=O. 
On looking back the above四statedinvestigation there wi1l be pointed out two fun-
damental conceptions， viz. 
f(P)ゲ(Q)and n(F)/n(M). 
which cannot always be empirically evident， but generally of abstract and formal 
use except in the case in a space comprizing only a五nitenumber of points. When 
il，(M)=O and FcM， the equivalence 
ロ(F)/ロ(M)三山(F)
may furnish our theory with a useful medium. As for f(P)/f(Q) or f(P)fg(Q)， 
some critical facts will be explained in the next section. 
5. Cribble-sketch 
1t is not an easy event that a set function may stand on the relation 
f(P) =7';， (5. 1) 
7 P being point applications given to make up a powdery application r(M) in the 
form 
r(M) =07 P ・
PEM 
(5.2) 
To be exact， thenotion of 7 P is， as itis， to be abstracted depending on the total 
concept r(M) by the relation (5.2)ιHence， 7 P cannot always be a unique con幽
crete assignment to be simply contradistinguished from any other assignment. 
Moreover， even when we take up an apriori measure ir in place of 7， the di伍culty
in practically constructing the relation (5. 1) does not diminish. 
For instance， let r be the Cantor set dwelling in the interval斑 =(0，1). Then 
r is thought as the limiting set of the following decreasing sequence of sets: 
rj = (0， ;) u (~ ， 1); 
r2 = (0，去)U(:2';)u(~ ，云)U(:z ， l);
1n this sequence， the ιth set is composed as a sum of 2k disjoint intervals having 
the uniform length 1/3k • Let these intervals be called component intervals. And， 
wntmg as 
α= log3 2 (= log 2/10g3) ， 
(233) 
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let us assign to each component intervals of r" the uniform value 
(1/3")α 
and designate it asσk> so that we may have 
σ"r" =2"(1/3"t = (2/3ay = (2/2Jk = 1 (5.3) 
1. e. 
σJコ=1 for al k = 1，2， ••• • 
Now， letting the component intervals of rk be written in signs 
(1) (2) (2k) 
ilk， il"， ・・・， il"， 
we may construe (5.3) in the form 
σ"r" = L: (i，il，)a (5.4) 
where i， is an a priori measure so that 
伝il"= 1/3" . 
1n that we may then take it as 
(j) 
limi:んも=dt(tEF)， 
it seems presumable that the relation (5. 4) has its limiting state to be expressed 
in the form 
e(dt)α= 1. 
tEr 
(5.5) 
By some inspection， however， itis proved that the formula (5.5) is not yet well-
(j) (}，1) (j，2) 
formed. 1n e丘ect，if we divide il" into two intervals ilk and il" of equal length， 
we may take the assignment 
(}) (j，I) (j，2) (j，I) 
σ"il" =σ"ilk十σ"il"= 2σ1cil1c 
so that， ifwe aim to approach to the element (dt)"， itshall be counted such as 
2σJJ:)=2{1土ia = 21-a土，-/C -~ ¥ 2 3") 乙ル
hence 
(1) 
σ"r" = 2"σ"ilk = 21-a • 
Then， by analogy to the case of (5. 5)， itmay be conjectured that 
e(dt)α=limσJ二=21→学1.
(5.6) 
This shows that the value of e (dt)αcannot be simply conjectured to be a unique 
tEr 
one. 1n the following will be introduced a device which is named 'cribble sketching' 
(234) 
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and is expected to construct a precise approach toward the form of integration 
@) r~. 
Starting with a partition 
2 = (Uk)k~1 ， 2 ， 
of the space E， let each Uk be divided into n1 disjoint subsets， then the reunion 
of these subsets for al kニ 1，2，••• will give a finer partition of E. Let this second 
partition be arranged and denoted as 
思= (Uk)k~1 ， 2 ， 
(2) (2) 
Then， there are， for each k， n1 sets UL ， ・・，uム such that Jl' '~Jnl 
(1) n， (2) 
Uk= UUム.
i~l 多
By succession of similar methods， each U" is divided into n2 disjoint subsets by 
which the third partition 
足=(町内
is constituted， "'， and each Uk is then again divided into n明 subsetsby which 
the (m+1)-th partition 
(叫+1) (哨+1)
思=(杭)k~1 ， 2 ，
Thus we have a sequence of partitions (of E) 
足=(2)明=は・-
Besides， we will hereto assign the stipulation 
lim (Max (diameter of Uよ)= O. 
is constituted. 
(5.7) 
When (5. 7) is satisfied by the system of (机)， 2 is called a cribble foundation or 
simply a fo仰 dぬα叫'ati伽
the s可yst旬em.
When 2 is a foundation in E， defining such that 
N(M)= {ん:Mnr在学void}
? ? ?
?
?
??
? ?and 
we readily have 
M~ :2 Mz三
So、thereexists the limiting set 
(235) 
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(k) 
Mg= nMg 
及ccMs.
Mg is called the 2-sketch of 1J'I or the cribble sketch of ]J!f i.r.t. 2. When _lJIg 
and .Ng are 2-sketches of _jlf and N respectively and 
M2 n .Ng = void ， 
then _7fr and N are said to be 2-disjoint. If 
M=Mg， 
M is called a 2-set. 
When P is an isolated point of M， by virtue of (5.7) is found， for any real 
number ε> 0， an integer N， such that 
(vn) (n>N，) (抗ョPI>銃三 {Q:IQ-PI<e}) 
IQ-PI meaning the distance between Q and P. Therefore， ifε1S SU伍ciently
small， we have 
n>N， 1>({Q: IQ-PI<ε}一肌)nMs= void. 
Consequently : 
Proposition 5. 1. Let M be the closure of M and ]J!I~ the 2-sketch of 
M， then we have 
1J'IcMlCM. 
The quantity d(M， N) = inf IQ-PI(QEN， P，εM) isthe distance between 
sets .M and N. When d(M， N)>O， M is said to be distant jシomN. By Pro-
position 5. 1 itis then directly seen that: 
Corollary 5. 1. (M is distant from N)閃 (Mgis distant介omNg). 
The measure defined by 
戸(Mu)= lim .L: (r(Uk))α 
is called the sketch-integral of 1JI i.r. t. 2， 2 being a foundation in E. About 
this measure， the compu阻tionsin (5.3) through (5.6) shows that the relation 
TべMgJ=γべM心
does not always be realized even if 
M=.Ms1=Mg，. 
So， in the calculus of sketch-integral， the foundation 2 should not be changed by 
another one among the procedures belonging to the same course of computation. 
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